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B.C. Premier to be on
campus Wednesday
David Barrett, Premier of
British Columbia and a 1953
graduate of the University, will
be on campus Wednesday to
meet with students, faculty and
staff.
After meeting with the Very
Rev. Louis Gaffney, S.U., University president, the Premier
will gather informally with
students and faculty in the A.A.
Lemieux Library lobby at 9:30
a.m.

At 10:15 a.m., the informal
gathering will moveto the library
Auditorium were Premier
Barrett will discuss how to

prepare for a career in public
service and his interest in

developing relationships
between British Columbia and
the Pacific Northwest.
A graduate in sociology.
Premier Barrett has established a
precedent in Canadian politics
through his socialistic policies in
medical and insurance
programs.

The Premier's visit here
precedes his address to the Seattle Rotary Club Wednesday
afternoon.
All interested persons are invited to meet with him.

Fr. LeRoux appointed
new committee head
Fr. William Leßoux, S.J.,
chairman of thetheology department for seven years, wasrecently appointed chairman of a new
planning committee which will
look into the possibility of a new'
six-year bachelor's degree
program for high school
students.

Fr. Robert Egan, S.J., was
appointed actingchairman of the
theology department to replace
Fr. Leßoux.

The committee developedas a
result of a request from Seattle
Prep High School for such a
programrelated to the College of
Arts and Sciences.

FOR ALL THOSE students who have grown soon be in sight. February, being a short
tiny month, is already more than half finished and
Committee members, faculty weary of school and/ or winter quarter,
(?).
from both schools, include Fr. crocuses popping up all over campus provide spring break cannot be far away
photo
byjim hood
may
Thomas Healy, S.J., and Fr.' at least a glimmer of hope that the end
Richard Perry, S.J., of Seattle
Prep and Fr. James Riley, S.J.,
Dr. Robert Saltvig and Sr.
Rosaleen Trainor, from S.U.

—

Valentines: 'To make
a lot of people happy'
In case you were wondering,
those carnations that were sent
to all the women in the dorms
yesterday are not a campaign
trick but rather an attempt to
"make a lot of people happy."
JIM OZANNE, a senior in
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do it," Ozanne explained.

Ozanne, though, decided he
would have the guts and set
about contacting the Spurs to
arrange for the delivery of 188
carnations, enough for every
women's room in both dorms.

business, decided last week that
SPURS, though, informed
it might be nice if a lot of people Ozanne that the order would
got Valentines this year. A notice deplete their supply so instead he

announcing that Spurs wereselling carnations and would deliver
in the dorms seemed to be the
perfect opportunity.
"Actually, a guy down at work
gave me the idea but he said'
nobody would have the guts to

SEATTLE

Abolition petition ruled valid

Judicial Board members yesthat most
contacted a private florist, terday decided
bought the flowers at cost and signatures on petition that would
the ASSU conhad the Spurs deliver them. At- seek to abolish
intached to each was a note that stitution were valid and the
on
be
allowed
the
itiative
should
read "From someone wishingall
the girls in the dorm avery happy ballot.
LARRY BROUSE, ASSU
Valentine's Day."

first vice president, had earliei
asked the Board to check on the
validity because of a "strong
suggestion" that some students
had been pressured into signing
or had not read the petition.
Board members said they had
found a few invalid signatures'

Senators amend election code
by Ann Standaert
An amendment to theelection
code, designed tomake it virtually impossible to "stuff the ballot
box," was passed Wednesdayby

student senators.
INTRODUCED

by

Sen.

first vice president, asked the
senators if they had taken the
matter to the University
treasurer. Soriano replied that
they hadn't but would. The
treasurer, he added, was actually
a symbol for a neutral person.
Harold Nelson, ASSU president, said he felt the bill was a
good idea but didn't like the idea
that the ASSU would not be
involved in the counting. Healso
asked why the change was being
made.
Senators recognized Bill
Holland who explained that he
felt the change had come this
year because it was the first time
machines were being used in
ASSU elections.

Marc Soriano, but co-sponsored
by Sens.Ed Crafton, Mike Kelly,
Mark Frost and Bill Brophy, the
bill would require that all voters
sign a signup sheet when voting.
The signature wouldbe checked
with the one on student body
cards and signup sheets wouldbe
placedin a boxand locked in the
University treasurer's office.
After the election, the
tabulated votes would be checked with the number of signatures
"ITS EASY to get into the
sure the number cormachine and change the votes
sponded.
After some discussion, and then clear the machines so
nators agreed to allow for a
there's no way to go back. We
maximum of one-half ofone per need some safeguard," Holland
cent to allow for errors. The
said.
Sen.Soriano also asked about
minimum allowance would be
left to the Judicial Board so that validation stickers for voting and
in the case of very close elections, wastold that because of a mix-up
the Board could still rule the in the registrar's office this
election invalid with a smaller quarter,cards would be punched
during voting again this year.
percentage.
New validation stickers are
The signatures would be kept
anonymous since only the Un- required every quarter, Brouse
iversity treasurer would be explained, to be doubly certain
allowed to see the lists which only registered students vote.
would be destroyed after the
IN OTHER business, senators
alloted period for filing protests
had passed.
moved out of the standing rules
to reject a bill which would have
LARRY BROUSE, ASSU alloted $100 to the S.U. Boys-

Imake

Sen. Mary Cummins, who is
Club for 120 raffle tickets.
Sen.
working with the group,
Soriano
asked
Jim
also
Sen.
Walker, sponsor of the bill,if he replied that the connection with
had spent much time in the the S.U. wouldnot be emphasizConnolly P.E. Centerafter Boys' ed but that students did mention
Club members had been there. the school if asked.
"I realize they're kids but I Sen. Brophy suggested the
don't like the idea of giving them group refrain from mentioning
money to support their activities the University at all because of
while they're tearing down our the possibility of bad publicity.
Connolly Center," Sen. Soriano
said.
SENATORS were uncertain
why Rastatter had addressed
SEVERAL senators agreed them and Sen. Kelly suggested
and added that the money might that it should have been moreof
be better spent through on- an announcement since it was
campus groups.Sen. Jim Lorang only an invitation.
added that buying Boys' Club
There was no reason to discuss
raffle tickets might start a prece- the matter, Sen. Kelly said.
dent and other clubs would soon
"The University isn't giving
come to the senate for the same
recognition to this and we can't
thing.
for the whole student
Senators had to move out of speak
body. Obviously, it's up to the
standing
rules
because
the
the
bill dealt with financial matters individual to support it or not."
and would normally wait until
IN COMMITTEE reports,
the next meeting for definite structures
and organizations anaction.
they
nounced
were still working
a
vote
an
After
that waived
with
club
charters and
objection, Joe Rastatter, a student working with the United cheerleader bills and the student
Farm Workers, told the senators and minority allairs committee
turned in one sheet of
about activities planned for had
signatures
concerning the
Farm Workers Week next week
and invited the senators to show playfield survey.
their support by attending.
Sens. Ed Crafton and
Christina Pullen were absent and
RASTATTER was asked Sens. Dave Leppla and Aileen
whether or not picket signs Feeney were excused. The next
would have any identification senate meeting is at 7 p.m.
with the University but replied Wednesday in The Chieftain
conference room.
that he was not sure.

which "seemed to be indicative of
coercion in some cases" but that
there was not sufficient evidence
to invalidate the petition.
Another initiative which
would amend the constitution to
provide a second house of
government will probably also
be on the ballot,both Brouse and
the initiative's sponsor, Ed
Aaron, said yesterday.
AARON EXPLAINED that
he had collected 70 signatures
and expected the rest to be in
soon. A total of 1 15 are needed to
place a constitutional amendment on the ballot.
Aaron explained that he had
until probably the middle of next
week to get all the signatures.
The constitution is unclear
about deadlines for initiative
signatures, Brouse said when
questioned because of a complaint by Paul Ingildsen.
UNDER INITIATIVES, it
says three weeks but under con-

stitutional amendments it
doesn't say anything, Brouse
said.
"I must

have

told him

(Ingildsen) three weeks,"he said.

no school
Guess what? In case you
have not consulted your official S.U. schedule for 1974,
we would like to inform you
that there will be no school

next Monday, February 18,
on account of George

Washington's birthday.It also
'means there will be no Spectator Wednesday of next week
to keep you up to the minute
on daily campus events. Incidentally, the extra day will
give you more time to study or
put off studying, whatever.
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The students, as electorate, will have a strange choice to
make this year —eliminate or expand student government.
Two initiatives, each of which would seem to cancel th
other out, will,in all probability, be on the ballot together ina
couple of weeks. One suggests that student government b
eliminated altogether since it is not "representative of the whol
student body."
The other would expand student government by addin
another house which would haveas much power as the studen
senate.

Students would do well to consider carefully before voting
on either. Admittedly, it would seem to be a good idea at time
if the ASSU would be eliminated but Iseriously doubt that it
would really be a responsible move.
The University would undoubtedly find it an added
burden to take care of small allotments to clubs and would
either decide to eliminate the practice or ask the students to
establish their own system, in other words, another ASSU.
Expanding the ASSU might be a good idea but only if
students decide they are willing to work to make it work. Thirty
one more student leaders could provide either a lot more ideas
or just a lot more dead rubbish.
It's up to you. What do you want student government to

Letters to the editor
typical

I»

the editor:

As is evidenced by the senate's

iction to the initiative to
abolish the student government,
maybe it should pass.
The suggestions that students,
all 115, were either pressured or
uninformed about signing the
initiative is a typical maneuver to
discredit the honesty of the people passing the initiative. Shades
of Richard Nixon and company!
Iwas with a group ofstudents
approached by the initiative
passer. He carefully explainedit,
had us read it and answered
objections in a forthright
manner. No pressure was exerted, especially when someof us
refused to sign.
Iwould suggest that the initiative is not so much directed
towards the government itself
but more towards the inept and
politicking people now in office.
The only thing I
could agree with
Mr. Brouse on is the issue of
office holders.
Sincerely,
Larry Grimm
Darryl President
Paul Swenson

Knew

altruistic?

To the editor:
Congress is smothered with

bills pertaining to aid for the
poor, the aged, the sick and the
oppressed. Community service
degrees are being turned out
faster than MacDonald hamburgers. New organizations and
unions, composed of socially
conscious citizens are cropping
up daily. Red Cross went broke
last year. Pulpits, classrooms,
coffee houses and midnight discussions between students, are
constantly tainted with altruistic
tones of peace on earth and
brotherhood towards all.
Everywhere we look we see
man trying to help his brother

community. A Human Life
organization lets its voice and
efforts be heard and felt by many
in its defense of life. The Day
Care Center offers its services to
the families on campus. Ithink
we can be proud of S.U.s efforts
to aid its community.
But I was recently taken aback
by the gesture of a few of our
"student leaders," when such
issues of social concern came
before the ASSU senators.Iwas
a little ashamed of my previous
pride in thinking that surely S.U.
students do everything possible
to reach out to its community.
At the Feb. 13 meeting a bill
was proposed to aid the Boys
Club in its fund-raising raffle.
(The Boys Club is a partially
government-funded organization that attempts to create a
healthy environment for the
growth and development of the
young men in local communities.) The bill was blatantly
shot down with the reasons that
the students of S.U. have many
better things to spend their
money on than a bunchof rowdy
kids who ruin our Connolly
Center. So instead the senators
decided to sit upon their $5,000
'til a worthwhile issue, like a
kegger, comes up that will more
readily help the community of
S.U. students. Now that's real
social concern!
I'd like to commend Jim
Walker (who presented the bill)
and the other senators who supported it, for giving S.U. a little
hope that it is developing a few
socially-concerned students.
Dale Hoff

clarifications

To the editor:
The following clarifications,
and the requestsfor the same, are
a reply to last Wednesday's edition of The Spectator.

"According to Larry Brouse,
ASSU first vice president, there
against the pains of life, oppres- was a 'strong suggestion' that
sion andalienation. Truly itis an many of the students didn't know
age bursting with social what they were signing."
awareness. And amidst such
Who said they didn't know
social awareness, where does what they were signing? I told
Seattle University sit?
them what it was. Some signed
S.U., which prides itself in right away. Others, to get it on
being an urban campus,reaches- the ballot, not because they
out in many directions to aid the agreed with it necessarily.
oppressed and the needy. TutorWho said they were pressured
ing has been offered through into it? The implication is Iput
Caritas. A Reach-Out program the arm on someone in the Barer
spreads itself throughout the tradition. How many believe
Page Two/ Friday, February 15, 1974/The Spectator

that, Ican't say. The people who
signed surely don't.
"All those who signed," he
said, "were sympathetic to the
cause."
1 certainly didn't say that. I
said, "many whosigned were,"in
reaction to the question of people being coerced into signing.

Many signed because they
thought it should be on the

ballot.
If Mr. Brouse would tell us
more about the source of that
"strong suggestion," we could"
judge whether or not the Judicial
Board has a right to examine the
motives of students who signed.
Should they ask questions like
"Did you sign of your own free
will? Did you understand what
you were signing?"
If there's pressure being
applied here, they're the ones
applying it.
not
The petition says ".
representative of the whole student body." The truth of this
should be so obvious as to make
supporting it unnecessary. Since
they don't deny it, we can take it
for granted.

..

misunderstood the petition's objective. If passed, the constitution will be abolished. That
means the money-dispensing
operation will be transferred to
the school.
Clubs willundoubtedly find it
harder to get money. However,
it's my opinion that would be a
good thing. Presently, while the
choir is out trying to hustle
$40,000, other clubs, of whom it
is better not to name, don't lift a
finger to raise money. In the
future, if the school employs an
equitable distribution scheme,
the choir will be first in line,
instead of last, like last year.
Mr. Aaron said and sounded

like the ASSUservedno purpose
whatsoever. The truth is it serves
no valid purpose. More precisely, the constitution is nothing
more than an elaborate concoction of B.S. What do you need it
for?
It guarantees student government won't deprive us of liberty

or property without due process
of law, the right of council,etc.,
as if their writing them down
made any difference. Fear not,
your civil rights will remain intact if the student constitution is
abolished.
Last year, when I ran for
ASSU president, there was no
question of.my wjnniqg. That I
would lose was a foregone conclusion. It's not as if I were
robbed of the office by some
sinister force. Then you could
say 1 was doing this out of spite.
But I'm not. That is not to say my
opinion of student government
hasn't changed. It has, as people
do about a lot of things. So what?
Now Ihave a question for Mr.
Aaron. When is the deadline for
your petition? Mine was Feb. 8,
which allowed for three days for
collecting signatures. What is
different about yourpetitionthat
warrants an extended deadline?
Please be specific on that count.

The students should know.
Paul Ingildsen

In reference to the choir, I
believe I said $40,000, not $4,000.
Sorry about any problems the
misquotations might have caused. They were undoubtedly the
result of abad phone connection
over which the interview was
taken. If anyone is at fault, it's
myself for not speaking clearly.
Judging from Larry Brouse's
letter to the student body, he
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Farmworkers
appeal for support
in union boycott

UNITED FARM
WORKERSAFL

CIO

by Ann Standaert

Last month, a bus in California filled
with farmworkers enroute to lettuce
fields, plunged over an embankment
Nineteen farm
into ten feet of water.
— most
by drowworkers were killed
ning.
SEATS IN the bus were not secured
the floor, and on impact, collapsed
toward the front of the bus, crushing
many passengers.
The tragedy is termed the "worst in a
continuing series of such events" and is
symbolic of what the farm workers are
fighting against, according to Dale Van
Pelt, a member of the United Farm
Workers and an organizer here inSeattle.
Van Pelt and threeothers active in the
farm workers cause discussed the movement this week in anticipation of Farm
Workers Week on campus next week.
The bus tragedy, Van Pelt said, need
never have happened if the farm
workers had their own union contract.
A farm workers contract would have
provided better equipment and would
not have permitted the driver, who was
working an 18-hour day himself, to
drive the bus.
to

THE PROBLEM has developed
since last summer, Van Peltand Denny
Duffell,another organizer, explained.
A three-year contract which the
growers had signed with the
farmworkers expired but, instead of
being renewed, growers signed

"sweetheart" contracts with the
Teamsters Union.Theexpiredcontracts
had only been signed after some three
years worth of boycotting earlier.
The new Teamsters contracts, Van
Pelt explained, provided virtually no
protections and benefits for the farm
workers. Four things in the contracts
are the key issues, Duffell added.
Farmworkers want to be assured of a
union hiring hall instead of the labor
contracting system, he explained. Under the contracting system, the grower
hires someone who then recruits acrew
of farmworkers. There is no grievance
procedure directly to the employer, no
job security andno tenure, Duffell said.
A HIKING HALL,Van Pelt explainwould help eliminate to a large
extent the cycle of migrancy. A worker
who hadgained someseniority would be
able to count on a certain amount of
work in one area during the year and
gauge his life on that, he explained.
Farmworkers also want assurance of
ed,

a ranch committee, somewhat like a
grievance committee elected by the
workers. The committee would then be
able to say something about poor conditions in the fields, Duffell said.
Pesticide control has been a third
important issue in the farm workers
contracts. The workers are oftentimes
forced to work in fields which are
sprayed heavily and can cause sickness,
Duffell explained. Part of thereason the
average life expectancyofa farmworker
is 49 years is pesticides, he added.

The Teamsters contracts provide for

no control whatever, he said.

The last issue, Duffell added, is
medical benefits. The farm workers
would like to extend medical benefits
and clinics to all workers.
IN PROTEST over the Teamsters
strike last summer but several people
were injured and the violence
culminated in the deaths of two strikers
last August, Van Pelt said.

contracts, 10,000 farmworkers went on

FARMWORKERS WEEK CALENDAR
Wednesday
Mexican lunch, Bellarmine, 1 1:15-1:15, $1.35
Movies and slides, Bellarmine, 4:30-7 p.m.
Thursday
Movies and slides, A.A. Lemieux Library, 9 a.m.noon, 2-5 p.m., 8-10 p.m.
Friday
Slides and movies, 9 a.m.-1:30 p.m.. Chieftain
Assembly and procession to Safeway, 2-4:30 p.m.
Saturday, Sunday
Mass, Liturgical Center, midnight and 6:30 p.m.

The farmworker's board of directors
decided to suspend the strike in view of
the potential danger andappealed to the
federal government for help.
When the government refused tolend
aid, the farmworkers went to the
boycotting cities and asked the public
for help, Van Pelt added.
Farmworkers are boycotting grapes;
Gallo products, which include Boone's
Farms, Spanada, Tyrolia, Ripple, Andre, Red Mountain, Thunderbird,
Carlo Rossi, Paisano and Eden Roc
wines; non-union lettuce; and Safeway
stores, both explained.

SAFEWAY is being hit, Van Pelt
explained, because it is the largest seller
of non-union lettuce and grapes. In
addition, four of Safeway's nine directors are the largest growers in the
country,he added.The Safeway boycott
has been underway for over a year. In
that time, over 30,000 shoppers have
been turned awayfrom Seattle-Tacoma
area stores alone, he added.
A group of several students have
organized on campus to support the
farm workers movement. In an effort to
educate other students, they are planning a Farm Worker's Week next week,
Tuesday through Sunday.

DENNY DUFFELL, an organizer for the United
Farm Workers, recently discussed the farm workers' movement with a Safeway shopper.

student support and participation, according to Fr. Mick Larkin, S.J., director of student activities and a supporter
of the farmworkers cause.
Too many students, Fr. Larkin said,
are not involved in anything. The
biggest complaint is of "nothing to do",
he added. But the farmworker's movement is a "real cause for concern and
effort."
Farmworkers should be able to attain the dignity that all of us seek, their
"dignity as human beings," he added.

LAST SUMMER, he explained, the
of the parish where he served
traveled to California to help protest
and was sent to jail for ten days. That
kind of commitment, though, "the
pastor

Christian commitment" is important to
the movement, he added.
"We talk about the brotherhood of
man but unless we do something concrete about this situation where there
are poor and oppressed peoples, we
might as well say we don't believe."
This is an opportunity for Catholics
to take a stand on a Christian issue, Fr.
Larkin said, rather than remain "closet
Christians" talking about love and helping another but never actively participating.

official notice
Students who intend to
remove a grade of incomplete
from fall quarter must complete work, obtain a replacement card from the registrar,
pay the $5 fee at the controller's office and submit the
receipt to the instructor by
Feb. 19.
The instructor will assign
grade and return card to the
registrar's office. Confirmation of the grade received will
be mailed to each student
when processing is completed.

ACTIVITIES will include a Mexican
farm workers lunch in Bellarmine
Wednesday, movies and slides and a
petition/ pledge campaign throughout
the week and an assembly and procession to Safeway, Broadwayand Mercer
Streets, at 2 p.m. Friday. Campus
Masses at midnight Saturday and Sunday evenings will be devoted to
farmworkers.
Organizers would also like to have
The Spectator/Friday, February 15, 1974/ Page Three

Senate judiciary committee delays hitching bills
by Jennifer Hood
In a heavily-wooded area
southwest of Seattle last month,
the body of 14-year-old
Katherine M. Devine was found.
She was last seen hitchhiking in
Seattle.
As a result, the choice to
hitchhike and pick up hitchers
may soon be lost.

SUCH INCIDENTS have
caused most states to prohibit
hitching. Even in the six states
i whereit is legal,hikers must stay
off interstate highways.
About 2,480 crimes result
from hitchhiking annually; 900
r
are fatalities, reports state Sen.
Ted Peterson, co-sponsor of a
bill that would prohibit hitching
in Washington. In Los Angeles,
r for example, an average of three
hitching-related rapes occur in
any 24-hour period. Sen. Peterson also cited a Chicago study
t that found that only 10 per cent
of hitching-related crimes are
reported.
Strict laws and rigid enforce"ment hardly put a dent in the
number of such incidents, he
said, reporting that these efforts
reduce crimes by only 12.9 per
cent.

Asked

if

he picks up

hitchhikers, Peterson uttered a
flat "no," pointing to the

"desperatecircumstances" hikers
are in and the risks involved.

SEN. PETERSON'S bill, proposed April legislative sesnumber 2999, would prohibit sion. The bills could be helduntil
hitchhikingand the choice topick up next January before being conhikers. It is co-sponsoredby Tacoma sidered dead.
Sen. Slim Rasmussen. A similar bill
The many problems involved
before the senate would restrict
with restricting hitchhiking
hitchhiking.
it likely that it will be
One plan being considered makes
prohibited
rather than restricted,
would make it illegal for males
Sen. Peterson said.
under age 14 and women under
age 18 unless accompanied by
Who would be prosecuted for
someone 14 or over. Hitchhiking violations— drivers, hitchers or
licenses, which will cost $4, both? Would the age disparity
would also be issued.
between men and womenallowThese bills are virtually dead ed to hitch beheld sexist? Would
now, Sen. Peterson admitted.
hitching be allowed only between
The senate judiciary com- certain hours and at designated
mittee has been sitting on the places? A complex set of rules
bills for months. Sen.Pete Fran- would require a stringent encis of Seattle, committee chair- forcement program that the
man,sponsored the measure that State Patrolcould hardly handle
legalized hitchhiking.
in time or money.
"I won't try to hold up the bill
but 1 will argue against it. People
should have the right to make
AN INITIATIVE filed by the
their own choices," Sen. Francis Devines is the strongest hope for
said in a Seattle Times article.
repeal of hitchhiking laws. No
petitions have been printed yet.
IN A hearing held by the If 117,804 signitures can be
committee, it was decided to gathered, though, the measure
hold a work session, where will be placed on the ballot and
changes in the bills would be the legislative contest won't
considered to win passage. The matter any more.
bills would then go to the rules
committee and to a vote. If
Persons interested in letting
passed, the process would be legislators know how they feel
continued in the State House of about issues may leave messages
Representatives. Even if this with the free Hot Line phone
happens, the bill probably number to Olympia: 1-800-562couldn't be processed before the 6000.

Drinking counselor advises humanist approach
By Jim Hood
"Problem drinking is essenlly a socially learned set of

X"ProblemK

behaviors, and not necessarily
always a psychological or

physical predisposition," commented Bill Bruzas, guest
speaker at the third student
health seminar Tuesday evening
the Xavier Lobby.
Bruzas, currently a U.W. docral candidate and alcohol
abuse rehabilitation counselor
for the Federal Veterans' Administration, feels that a
humanistic viewpoint of the
alcohol problem leads to a more
reasonable understanding than
other approaches.

I

.

"THERE IS no such thing as
an alcoholic, there are only peo-

ple," he commented in
elaborating this attitude.
The motivation for drinking
on a social level?
There can be many reasons,
Bruzas pointed out. The "better
feeling" that comes with the
drink or the "payment for social
drinking" which can result from
drinking with business clients in
our "work-oriented society" are
but two illustrations, Bruzas
listed.
The "Double Whammy" or
plus
"Booze
Barbs"
phenomenon has become a
growing problem in Seattle.
Alcohol, itself a depressant,may
compound the known depressant effects of a previously ingested barbiturate. A complex
"multiple drug overdose" situation may result.
"A QUICK way to die,"
Bruzas noted.

functions somewhat as a
"psychological insurance policy"
to aid in the avoidance of
alcohol.
Current researchin the area of
alcohol abuse is now directed
toward "preventive situational
use," much like preventive
medicine, Bruzas
noted.
Educational programsand basic
animal research would probably
be implemented in this regard,
he added.
THERE ARE relatively few
services available to the youthful
problem drinker, Bruzas stressed. Such avenues of approach as
the Seattle Open Door Clinic
and theCrisisClinic are excellent
primary sources for information,
referral or guidance.
Although the typical "hard
alcoholic" is 40 years of age and
has been living with his problem
10-12 years, youthful alcoholics
are noted with increasing frequency in the Seattle area,
Bruzas reported.
Many popularconcepts about
alcohol exist. Swallowing large
doses of vitamin C or vitamin B
complex before or after drinking
do not mitigate short term
alcohol effects nor does the
"drink the morning after"
Two new courses will open
alleviate hangover miseries, spring quarter in the foreign
noted Bruzas. Time and body language department.
chemistry must be allowed to
"The Glory of God Is Man
consume the alcohol.
Fully Alive," to be taught by Fr.
George Morris,S.J., will analyze
AN INFORMAL "rap ses- famous French novels and plays
sion" atmosphere permeated the from a theological rather than a
seminar attended by six persons. literary point of view. Students
A nice relaxed session. Just the will ask theological questions of
six of us and Bill Bruzas chatting 20th century authors such as
comfortably about psychology, Camus, Saint-Exupery,lonesco,
has feet propped onan end table, Mauriac,Claudel, Bernanos and
his hands amiably gesticulating Roger Schutz.
during the keypoints of his
"Literature and the arts are
presentation.
also, in their own way, of great
The next health seminar will importance to the life of the
deal with food and nutrition Church," explained Fr. Morris,
at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the Xavier quoting Vatican 11. "For they
lobby. According to Fr. Mick strive toprobe the unique nature
Larkin, S.J., director of student of man, his problems, and his
activities, the seminar should be experiences as he struggles to
particularly "commuter- know and perfect both himself
oriented."
and the world."

New drugs,such as "antabuse"
(chemically listed as disulfiram
sulfate) and techniques such as
"aversion therapy" are becoming
valuable adjuncts in alcohol
rehabilitation programs.
Cautioning that antabuse is
not "a cure or treatment," Bruzas
noted that by temporarily
sickening the person who drinks
after taking the drug, antabuse
Page Four//Friday, February 15, 1974/The Spectator
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BillBruzas

Two literary classes offered
"Hermann Hesse and The elements of the youth moveYouth Movement," the second ment."
course, willstudy Hesse's works
Stark hopes to get guest
and his influence on the today's sociologist speakers to help him
youth movement. "Hesse's a very lecture, possibly even a represen-

popular author," explained Dr. tative of the Carl Jung Society.
Jim Stark, German professor.
Students need no pre"We'd like to exploresomeof the requisites to take either class.
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Lions and
tigers and
bears
Owls, tigers, giraffes and eagles.
They're all at the Woodland Park Zooand
worth visiting on an odd afternoon. Start at
the feline house and work your way to the
primate cages where orangutans play tag
between suspended rubber tires.
The tropical house with its snakes, lizards
and tarantula spiders is for the strong-willed
but is great for warming up and drying off
between outdoor amblings about the zoo.
Watch out for the chickens, peacocks and
rabbits which roam through the grounds in
search of peanuts and food scraps. They
comprise the larger free-roaming "free land"
zoo and are every bit as interesting as their
caged counterparts.
Take an aftemooon off for a peek.
Located near Green Lake and N. 50th, the zoo
is open from 8 a.m. until dusk daily.
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Crew launches shells, needs new members
Chieftain rowing clvb —
disbandedlast fall withno coach,
no rowingfacilities and one ofits
two racing shells crippled is underway again.
The crew, complete with new
coach, "new" rowing facilities
and a newly repaired shell, has
begun trainingand will launch its
shells early next week.

In a year that will see the
Northwest host rowing's West
Coast championship and the
national championship regattas
in May and June, it appeared
that the Chieftains wouldhaveto
watch from the beach.
Last fall, S.U.s rowing
program was one of the first
casualties of the expansionin the

Sports

rowingprogram at the University of Washington. Forced to
store its boats out of reach in the
U. W.s Conibear Shellhouse, the
team was beached until it could

find facilities elsewhere.
Combing the shores of Lake
Washington, Lake Union and
Green Lake, team members discovered no site adequate to
shelter or launch S.U.s two 60foot racing shells.
Last week, however, the U.W.
athletic department decided that
it did have room in its facilities
after all. And so the Chiefs,
second on the West Coast in the
lightweight division two years
ago, will be in competition again
this year.
The squad will travel to compete in the Northwest collegiate

rowing circuit against teams
from eastern and western
Washington, British Columbia,
Oregon and northernCalifornia.
The Western Sprints, West
Coast rowing championships
will be in Vancouver, 8.C., in
May.
Every major crew power from
the east and west coasts will
come to Seattle in early June for
the Intercollegiate Rowing
Association Championships at
Seward Park.
The new coach, Dave Millar,
who will replace Jorge Calderon,
said he has scheduled afternoon
workouts this spring, instead of
the daily 5:30 a.m. practices of
past season. Thanks to daylight
saving time, he said, it's too dark
to navigate on Lake Washington
before 8 a.m.

Millar rowed for Stanford as
an undergraduate and is now a

law professor at the U.W. He
says he is eager to see the S.U.
rowing program grow after the
setbacks of the last few months.
The unexpectedly repaired
eight-man shell (which was
damaged in a race last May) has
given the team room for several
more new oarsmen.
"It would be ideal if we could
fill that boat with first-year
oarsmen," he said.
He welcomed any men interested to try out for theclub. A
carpool leaves Bellarmine Hall
for turnout at 5 p.m.daily, and at
8 a.m. Saturday.
Coach Millar may be reached
at 842-2298.

Basketballers travel south
The Chiefs travel to sunny and
smoggySouthern California this

weekend to face Pepperdine University's Waves and LoyolaMarymount's Lions on their
home courts.
Tonight's opponent will be the
Waves, a team the Chiefs beat
handily, 74-57, here in Seattle.
At the Malibu campus, however,
things may be a little tougher.

—photos by andy waterhouse

MONICA BROWN, above, "does her thing" on the balance
beam Wednesday during the first gymnastics meet that S.U.
has ever hosted. The team lost to Central Washington State
liege with a score of 73.60 to72.95. Ms.Brown came inthird
all around competition after taking third on the balance
beam, the barsand floor competition. Sue Irwin took fourth in
all around competition after capturing fourth on the balance
beam and the bars and second in the floor competition.
Margaret Hagen took fifth in floor competition. Wanda Baier,
below, works on the balance beam.

r

Pepperdine lineup and
Mike Schroeder could be given
the call as a sub.
The Chiefs speared the Lions,
81-65, early in January at the
Seattle Center Arena.The Lions
are hoping for revenge in the
more favorable confines of their
home den.
Loyola, 3-5 in the WCAC, is
led by the flashy front court line
of Brad Dean, Paul Sunderland
and Lloyd McMillan. The trio
does well in rebounding,one of
the Chiefs' weaker areas, and
could spell trouble.
out the

PEPPERDINE is the West
Coast Athletic Conference's top
defensive team, but is dead last in
offense. Their record thus far is
3-4, after trading very close
games last weekendand Tuesday
GUARDS Luther Philyaw
with Loyola.
and Scott Kay are capable of
The Waves' front line posesan providing the outside shooting
immediate threat. Marcos Leite, necessary.
their 610" center and former
Thenumber one counterthreat
Brazilian Olympian, and Allan : by the Chieftains will be Frank
Jones, a6'7"forward, grab about Oleynick at one guard position,
16 rebounds a game between who, not surprisingly after his
them. The other forward, 65" 70-point performanceagainst St.
Dick Skophammer, elicited 22 Mary's, leads the league in scorpoints from S.U. last time the ing with a 27 point per game
teams met. Leite andJonesdon't average.
Oleynick was also named
slack off when it comes to scoring, either.
WCAC Player-Of-The-Week for
The major threat from the his efforts against the Moraga
backcourt comes in the form of team. The sophomore star sank
Billy Williams, whose field goal 22 against the Waves and 28
accuracy and assists put him in against the Lions the first time
the league's top 10 in each around.
category.
THE OTHER backcourt spot
will be filled by Ed "Bucky"
DON Braunecker will round O'Brien. The six-foot freshman

leads the league in free throw
percentage (92.1 ) and assists (4.4
per game).

The forecourt will be filled by
Co-captains Ron Howard and
Rod Derline.
Howard has a 60.7 per cent
accuracy from the field and is the
team'sleader. Derline,collecting
15.3 points per game this season,
needs but 27 more points to
reach the 1,000-point plateau for
his three-year S.U. career.
REGGIE GREEN will be the
man at center. Green played an
outstanding game under the
boards against the highlyregarded Utah State team Monday night. Green's rebounding
total for the season is 152.
The Chiefs, currently tied for
the number one spot in the
league, have a chance to be The
sole leaders in the WCAC this
weekend if they beat the
Southern California teams.
The University of Nevada-Las
Vegas Rebels travel to the Bay
Area to face the University of
San Francisco Dons in a televised match-up. The Rebels are
currently in third place behind
S.U. and U.S.F. The Rebels also
bent the Dons out of shape, 8369, for the Dons' only WCAC
loss of the season in January.
Both S.U. games will be
broadcast over KBES AM and
FM.

S.U. Falcons outshoot
the SP&R Mallards
S.U.s

rifle

team,

the needed to take the rug from

Falcons, shot past the SP&R under the SP&R team.
Mallards 1462 to 1442 in an
The top four scores are the

Tuesday.
only ones that count in a comLed by the sharpshooting of petition match. This was the
Ben Rinonos, with 366 out of a Falcons' sixth small bore compossible 400, the seventh place petition match of the year.
Falcons (out of an eight-team
league) toppled the Acorn
League's first place Mallards.
Following Rinonos, were
Russell Bucy with a 364, Andy
Pascua with a 353 and Frank
Peak with a 353. With their
handicap of 26, it was all that was
upset

Give
Blood.

Intramurals
The intramural basketball

battles originally scheduled for
Monday have been cancelled due
to the holiday.The games willbe
played on Wednesday at the
same times instead.
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It's good time to be a woman, speakers say
by

plications arise in job hunting.
"Treat me like a colleague,not
like a woman," quipped Dr.
Stephensonin regard to her occupation in the business world.
She saidshe has encountered a
let of role hangups outside her
profession, the commonest
cliche being, "Oh, wearinga pantsuit today?"
In closing, Dr. Stephenson
reiterated tothe female audience,
"If you are sure you have the
abilities,this is a fantastic time to
do something about it."

Sue Gemson

A career seminar in the A. A.
Lemieux Library Auditorium

Wednesday featured two women
whospoke on the certain careers
closed to women, the new job
opportunities available and the
problems
resulting
encountered.
Theseminar,entitled "Women
of Today," was part of the
A.W.S.-sponsored
Women's
Week.

DR. HARRIET Stephenson,
S.U. business professor, opened
with an anecdote that stressed
how women in management
positions presented a challenge
to and caused changes in men.
She spoke of an "interesting
switch." .
"A man came into a federal
women's organization and complained, 'I couldn't get a job
because Iwas a man!'"
EEOC (Equal Employ;nt Opportunities
Commis>n) is on the woman's side, she
id. As a result, businesses are
forbidden to decide whether or
not to hire women, blacks or

(The

Dr. Harriet
Stephenson

— photo by
Rick
Bressler

other minorities. Businesses are
"THERE HAS never been a
required to file a report breaking better time to be a female,
down the number of womenand careerwise," observed Dr.
minoritieshired.
Stephenson, as she noted what
consequences businesses had to
pay for not hiring women.
For instance, AT&T had to
come up with $15 million in
payment for discriminatory pay
practices, she said. Glassworks,
also, have been known to pay
women less than men.

Women

According

to one

MARY HOWELL, a lawyer
affiliated with the ACLU,
followed Dr. Stephenson.
Presently she is representing two
women who wantedto playfootball with their high school teams.
The case is now being appealed
to the Washington Supreme
Court.
Ms. Howell said her main
motivation for going to law
school was that she needed more
skills in community services.
"Of 350 students in my
freshman class, 10 of us were
women," she said. "The
professors would constantly grill
the men students in class and
turn to a woman and say, 'Yes,
dear?"

A LOT of women, she noted,

are not involved in the decisionmaking processes in law offices,
and are being kept out by the
power of authority. Also,a lotof
law is built around a mysticism
that takes a small thing and

applies a long Latin word to
define it, thus leading one to pay
a lawyer to understand it, she
said.
"Inoticed that as more women
are becoming knowledgeable
about law, the mysticism is being
broken down," acknowledged
Ms. Howell.
Most issues dealing with
women have been put aside by
the law as being unimportant.
Even sex discrimination wasn't
declared unconstitutional until
1972, added Ms. Howell.

"IT WASN'T until 1963 when

the Equal Pay Act was established that women were paid the
same as men in the same occupa-

tion," she said.

In concluding, Ms. Howell
urged any future lawyers in the
audience to not be satisfied being
the token woman in a law firm,
saying, "A lotof womenworking
in the field of law need to be
sensitive to others or they'll end
up oppressing other women."

nationwide

study surveying different occupations of women, most
women receive 56 per cent of

Mary Howell

— photo by

what a man in the same occupation would be paid, reportedDr.

Rick
Bressler

Stephenson.

Surprisingly, when that same

group was asked if they felt
discriminated against, only8 per
cent felt they were,she said. One
study of female engineers at Boe-

Black History

ing also showed the women
didn't feel discriminated against.

"IN THE field of business
above the secretary level, there
are no females. But the critical
thing," emphasized Dr. Stephenson, "is that if you're a woman
and qualified for a job, there is
no reason not toutilize the opening opportunities. A college
degree is helpful and lots of
determination when com-

Black women rate racial equality over women'slib
The black women's movement
is different from that of the white
women in that equality for all
blacks needs to be achieved first,
according to speakers at an
AWS-sponsored
Minority
Women's Workshop Tuesday.
THE WORKSHOP was
designed as a co-feature of
A.W.S. Women's Week and the
B.S.U. and Minority Affairssponsored Black History Week.
Black women, speakers
pointed out, are not looking for
the same kind of equality as

white women. White women
seem to want to take over the
man's place in the home while
black women aremoreinterested
in equality of the whole race,
they said.
"Black women have problems
they must work out because of
racism they've been brought up

audience. If black womenare to,
get into the same issues with
white women they willhave to be
accepted as not only equals but
as black equals, she added.
ANOTHER participant
pointed out that white women
can make more on the job
market with a high school
diploma than a black womancan
with a college degree.
"How are we going to deal
with this?" she asked.
Ms. Thomas pointed out that
differences in cultures provide
barriers that make it hard for
women of different races to get

things in life than fooling each
other," she said.

Other speakers agreed and<
added that they felt it was part of
their job to help educate their
brother. White women in the
movement easily slip into the
role of master and become the
substitute for the white male and
say to the black woman "come
on," Princess Jackson,

PARTICIPANTS agreedthat
minority women should, on the
whole, ignore the women's
movement but that it has taken
strength from the minority
movement. Media coverage of

together.
In addition, men, too, don't

white women to
according to
Mayumi Tstkawa, a member of
the Third World Women and
Asian Women Coalition.
It's not in a man's interest for
women to understand and
respect each other, she added.
want black and
get together,

Dona MacDonald
with and tend to forget who theii

Liz Thomas

enemies are, according to Liz
Thomas, assistant director for
placement at U.W.
White women are accepting
blacks but only as "white," according to a member of the

MINORITY womenare faced
with the problem of dealing with
their brothers,Ms. Tstkawa said.
"I am not going to deal with
stereotypes. There are ways to
find out from each other how we
can get together.There are better

Princess Jackson

Mayumi Tstkawa

chairwoman of the " U.W.
YWCA, said.
But "can black women talk
about equality when there-is so
much racism. It draws the
brother away from us," she add-

ed later.

the women's movement makes
the minority movement lookless
dominant but it is there, they
said.
"The only way to free yourself
is to alienate yourself- from all
this B.S. I'm not' behind
anybody. As long as we feel we
have to be behind somebody
we're not free," Nina Harding, a
member of the audience, said.
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Financial aid bill in works

Newsbriefs
brass ensemble

The Seattle Brass Ensemble will perform works of the French
and Italian Renaissance as well as modern works such as those by
Scott Joplin and Dave Brubeck at 3:30 p.m. Sunday in Pigott

rlitorium.

The concert is sponsoredby S.U.'s department offine artsand is
second in a series of three.
Tickets for the event are $2.50 for adults and $1.50 for students
and are available at the door.

homecoming coming soon

Only 12 more days 'til Homecoming! Get your tickets for the
Homecoming Ball ($6 per couple) now at the Connolly Center ticket
office from 8a.m.-5:30 p.m.; at the Chieftain from 10a.m.-l p.m.; at
the bookstore from 2-4 p.m.;andin the Bellarmine lobbyfrom 4:306:30 p.m.

assu positions open

ASSU positions are open due to the resignation of the
ition's previous holders.
The judicial board is looking for a member to fill Ron Fritz's
position, and the freshman class presidency is vacant after the
resignation of Victoria Layne.
Allstudents interested in the positions will be interviewed in the
ASSU office from 1:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m. today.

»Two

honey pie boogie nite is back
And now, what everyone has been waiting for with bated
breath— Morris B. Sines Junior High School in conjunction with the
ASSU presents the second annual Honey Pie Boogie Rock V Roll
Night or Do You Remember .?
That's right, Honey Pie Boogie Night is back and this year's
omises to be bigger and better than ever. Featuring Louie andthe
ockets, slated as the best rock V roll group in the Pacific Northwest, the dance is scheduled for next Friday from 8:45 p.m. to Ia.m.
in Bellarmine.
Cost is one dollar. Atmosphere will be fiftyish.

A work/study program for
students needing financial aid is
proposed under statesenate Bill
,
3202 which was put onmotion to
be referred to the Ways and
Means Appropriations Committee on February 8.
It is not being considered in
current legislative sessions as
there is still some work on funding to be done.

THE BILL creates a College
Program which

Work/ Study

will provide financial aid for

needystudentsin post secondary

institutions.

It directs the Commission on
Higher Education to develop
and administer the program and
enter into agreement with
employers and eligible in-

Arab cultural exhibit:
'more than just oil'
Interested in learning another

aspect of the Middle East besides

their oil? Drop in at A. A.
Lemieux Library, room 104,
Wednesday and Thursday and
learn about the culture and
customs of the Middle East at the
Arab Cultural Exhibition.
Sponsored by the Organization of Arab Students, the exhibition will feature displays of
clothes, pots, cups, artwork,

Arabic music willbe played in
the background. Guides will be
around to explain about the
different objects, their uses and
the customs connected with
them.
"We think that at a time when
all we hear about in connection
with the Arabs is oil, by doing
this, we hope to give people
another aspect of our country.
We hope that the people, by
coming to the exhibition, will
understand our culture and
customs better," Khashogji said.
The exhibition will be open
from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. and 7 p.m.-9
p.m. both Wednesday and

paintings, literature,musical instruments, rugs and leather
work.
"We hope to cover all of the
Middle East," said Omar
Khashogji, member of the
Thursday.
organization.

stitutions for the operationof the
program.
The share of compensation
paid to the students under such
programs will be limited to 80
percent. It requires theCommission to establish criteria for fund
disbursement with advice from a
panel formed for this purpose.
THE COMMISSION is also
required to adopt necessary
rules, including prescribed
eligibility conditions.
An annual report must be
submitted by each eligible institution.
The commission will be appropriated $750,000 for the purposes of the act for this biennium. Administrative costs will
be limited to $50,000.
THE BILL is being sponsored
by Senators Marsh, 49thdistrict;
Metcalf, 21st district; Sandison,
24th district; Keefe, 3rd district;
Atwood, 42nd district; H. B.
Lewis, 22nd district.

It is expected that the next
action on this bill will be
sometimein April when the work
on the funding is completed.

..
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Last day for nominations

Signups for AWS offices are
now open and will be until late
this afternooon.
—
Three positions president,
openings
argentina
vice president and secretarystudents still have the opportunity to study abroad this treasurer — will be on the ballot.
ng with the Spanish-in-Argentina program.
All women who are at least of
Now is the "time for action," according to Gerald Ricard, sophomore standing and have a
professor in charge of the program. "All interested students should 2.5 g.p.a. are eligible.
get in touch with Professor (Clarence) Abello or myself immediately"
The language department -vill accept applications only for a
couple more weeks because the students travelingto Argentina-need
to get their passports, their visas and transportation arrangements
for the March 25 departure.
"We're able to accept two moreapplications," Ricard said, "but
lents should turn them in as soon as possible."
Applications for the programare available in both Ricard's and
A film and discussion series,
Abello's offices, third floor Marion.
entitled "Pacem in Terris—
Peace on Earth: Question of
Peace and Justice," is being
sponsored by S.U's theology
department and campus
Tabard Inn will present another free concert Sunday, this one ministry.
featuring a group called Panorama.
The seriesis at 7 p.m. Monday,
The group will play from 9-11 p.m.
Tuesday and Wednesday in
Liberal Arts 307.
Fr. William Davis, S.J., and
Reggie L. Robertson present the
series.
Fr. Davis is presently director
of the Jesuit Mission Bureau for
the Northwest Province (Oregon

two

tTwo

to

Signups are being taken in the
Dean for Women's office, second
floor Chieftain, from 9 a.m.-4
p.m. or in the A.W.S. office,
second floor Chieftain, 6266646.
Today is your last chance to
enter your name for nomination

previous

Next week will bring
'Peace on Earth'

Kn

panorama

...

All that's missing is you

Province) of the Jesuits. He has
served as director of the Jesuit
Volunteer Corps for three years
and has traveled extensively in
Latin America, Africa, India,
Southeast Asia, Korea, Japan,
Alaska and the Indian Missions
of the Northwest. He is also
credited with working in Latin
America for one year.
Robertson is a member of the
International Lay Service Community of ex-Jesuit Volunteers
in Portland and a member of the
Peace Resource Staff.
The program is open to the
public.

BROADWAY FLORIST
410 Broadway East
You can have your
corsage or flowers
delivered CO.I).
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Also at 4:30 p.m. this after-

noon in the Chieftain there will
be a mandatory meeting for all
those who have put in their
names. If you cannot attend.contact Larry Brouse, first vice
president, or Tracy Call,election
board coordinator.

Classifieds
v

/

MEN!
WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! No experiencerequired. Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Perfect summer job or career.
Send $3.00 forinformation. SEAFAX,
Dept. 2-N. P.O. Box 2049, Port
Angeles, Washington 98362.

JAPANESE waitresses for Japanese
restaurant, 622-5206.

LOST: MINOLTA light meter, black
vinyl case, Connolly Center last
Thursday afternoon. Reward, 6266634.

EA 4-3600

/^**^>'

arrangements

been made. Candidates must
have a 2.0 g.p.a. and bring along
a transcript when they sign up.

f^TFl

Sam and Barbara Altabet

It doesn't matter how much equipment a
newspaper has, without a staff, it's nothing. The
Spectator, S.U.'s twice-weekly newspaper, needs
YOU to be great. No matter what you're interested
in, we've probably got room for you.
Contact the editor on the third floor of McCusker or call 626-6850 as soon as possible.

to a position on the ASSU.
Senate seats five,six, seven and
eight and theexecutive positions
of president, first vice president,
second vice president, treasurer
and secretary will be open on the
next election.
You must sign up by 4:30 p.m.
this afternoon at the ASSU office in the Chieftain, unless

rOUK UNCONVENTIONAL BOOKSTOHt

Seattle, Washington 98102

NEW-USEDfc RAKE BOOKS SCIENCE FICTION

*«««Klrj

MLr UStO tMwmaOMSJOmr

1613 14TH AVE. Three bedroom
lower duplex, wall-to-wall carpeting,
drapes, fireplace, stove and
refrigerator. No pets, no children.
$200 permonth, $75 damage deposit.
937-7949 or 622-5174.
SMALL COTTAGE at 1629 So. King
Street. Three room house. Full bath,
completely furnished, murphy bedin
living room. $90 per month, $50
damage deposit. No pets, no
children. 937-7949 or 622-5174.

